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Author: Dodd (D), et al. 
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Vote: 21  

  

SENATE INSURANCE COMMITTEE:  8-3, 4/20/22 

AYES:  Rubio, Archuleta, Dodd, Glazer, Hueso, Hurtado, Portantino, Roth 

NOES:  Jones, Bates, Melendez 

NO VOTE RECORDED:  Borgeas 
 

SENATE APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE:  5-2, 5/19/22 

AYES:  Portantino, Bradford, Kamlager, Laird, Wieckowski 

NOES:  Bates, Jones 
 

SENATE FLOOR:  29-8, 5/25/22 

AYES:  Allen, Archuleta, Atkins, Becker, Bradford, Caballero, Cortese, Dodd, 

Durazo, Eggman, Glazer, Gonzalez, Hueso, Kamlager, Laird, Leyva, Limón, 

McGuire, Min, Newman, Pan, Portantino, Roth, Rubio, Skinner, Stern, Umberg, 

Wieckowski, Wiener 

NOES:  Bates, Dahle, Grove, Hurtado, Jones, Melendez, Ochoa Bogh, Wilk 

NO VOTE RECORDED:  Borgeas, Hertzberg, Nielsen 
 

ASSEMBLY FLOOR:  60-1, 8/18/22 - See last page for vote 
  

SUBJECT: Vehicles:  insurance 

SOURCE: Consumer Attorneys of California 

DIGEST: This bill (1) increases, effective January 1, 2025, the requirements of 

the Financial Responsibility Law (FRL), which requires most drivers purchase auto 

insurance with certain minimum limits of coverage, to $30,000 for liability 

resulting in bodily injury or death of one person, $60,000 for liability resulting in 

bodily injury or death to more than one person, and $15,000 for liability resulting 

from property damage (known as $30,000/$60,000/$15,000), up from the current 

requirements of $15,000, $30,000, and $5,000 respectively; (2) adjusts further, on 

January 1, 2035, the FRL requirements upward by $20,000, $40,000, and $10,000, 
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respectively, so that on January 1, 2035, the minimum limits will become $50,000 

for bodily injury or death to one person, $100,000 for bodily injury or death to 

more than one person, and $25,000 for liability resulting from property damage; 

(3) requires the Insurance Commissioner (IC) to solicit rate applications in advance 

of each change to the FRL that would go into effect with the change in the FRL; 

(4) adjusts the bonding and deposit requirements for drivers that do not purchase 

auto insurance to match the FRL requirements as they change; and (5) becomes 

operative only if SB 1155 (Caballero, 2022) is also enacted. 

Assembly Amendments consolidate planned future increases to the minimum 

liability insurance coverages that will be required to meet the financial 

responsibility law. In place of 2 increases that would take effect in 2035 and 2045 

that would each increase the minimum limits by $10,000, $20,000, and $5,000 

respectively, one increase in 2035 takes its place, which will increase the minimum 

limits by $20,000, $40,000, and $10,000, respectively. Assembly Amendments 

also eliminate the study the California Department of Insurance (CDI) would have 

been tasked with; and double-joint this bill with SB 1155 (Caballero). 

ANALYSIS:   

Existing law: 

1) Regulates, generally, classes of insurance, including automobile insurance.  

2) Requires, by way of the FRL, drivers and owners of motor vehicles to establish 

financial responsibility for the vehicle and carry in the vehicle at all times 

evidence of financial responsibility, which for most drivers may be met by: (a) 

a form from a charitable risk pool or insurer, or a covering note or binder from 

an insurer (V.C. § 16020, I.C. §§ 382, 382.5); (b) evidence of surety bond, as 

specified (VC §§ 16020, 16028); (c) a certificate of self-insurance, authorized 

only for registered owners of 25 or more vehicles, issued by the Department of 

Motor Vehicles (DMV); or (d) a showing the vehicle is owned or leased by the 

United States or a public entity. 

3) Requires, generally, drivers maintain financial responsibility in at least the 

amount of $35,000, which may be met by insurance policy, self-insurance, 

surety bond, or deposit with DMV. 

4) Requires an automobile insurance policy meeting minimum financial 

responsibility requirements to have minimum limits of at least $15,000 for 

bodily injury or death to one person, and $30,000 for injury or death to more 

than one person, and $5,000 liability coverage for damage to property. 
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5) Requires coverages for uninsured motorist coverage (UM) and underinsured 

motorist coverage (UIM) to be sold as one bundled coverage (known as 

UM/UIM). 

6) Requires that UM/UIM coverage be sold to any purchaser of an automobile 

insurance policy in the form of a $30,000/$60,000 bodily injury limits policy, 

but this policy may be amended by the insurer and consumer before final sale to 

exclude certain named persons from the coverage, to reduce the amount of 

UM/UIM coverage to as low as the minimum financial responsibility limits 

($15,000/$30,000), or to eliminate the coverage completely. This requires the 

policyholder to waive the right to buy this coverage in writing. 

7) Defines “underinsured motor vehicle” as a vehicle that is insured for an amount 

that is less than the underinsured motorist limits carried on the vehicle of the 

injured party (I.C. § 11580.2(p)(2)). 

8) Requires underinsured motorist coverage to be offered with limits at least equal 

to the limits of liability for the insured’s uninsured motorist limits in the 

underlying policy, except that insurers are not required to offer UM/UIM 

policies larger than $30,000/$60,000.  

This bill: 

1) Increases, effective January 1, 2025, the minimum amount of liability insurance 

coverage an owner or operator of a motor vehicle is required to maintain to 

$30,000 for bodily injury or death of one person, $60,000 for bodily injury or 

death of all persons, and $15,000 for damage to the property of others as a 

result of any one accident.  

2) Increases, effective January 1, 2035, the minimum amount of liability insurance 

coverage an owner or operator of a motor vehicle is required to maintain to 

$50,000 for bodily injury or death of one person, $100,000 for bodily injury or 

death of all persons, and $25,000 for damage to the property of others as a 

result of any one accident. 

3) Requires by February 1, 2023, and July 1, 2033, the IC to distribute bulletins 

soliciting rate applications from insurers to account for upcoming changes to 

the FRL, such rate applications shall only go into effect with the change in the 

FRL. 

4) Increases, on January 1, 2025 and 2035, the bonding requirements for drivers 

that do not purchase auto insurance to match the increase in minimum insurance 

that meets the financial responsibility requirements. 
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5) Becomes operative only if SB 1155 (Caballero, 2022) is enacted and takes 

effect on or before January 1, 2023. 

Background  

Driver Demographics 

According to the Federal Highway Administration as of 2015 California had 25.5 

million drivers, out of a total estimated population of 39.1 million Californians. 

Given the Department of Finance projected California’s 2021 population to be 39.4 

million residents, the 2015 figure of licensed drivers is likely still reasonably 

accurate. 

This bill proposes changes to the minimum limits, and most drivers now purchase 

more insurance than just minimum limits, and would be unaffected by this bill.  

According to the Insurance Information Institute (iii) which makes an estimate of 

the average number of uninsured drivers nationwide by measuring the ratio of UM 

claims to bodily injury claim frequencies, the percentage of uninsured motorists 

nationally has slightly fallen from 16% in 1993 to 12.6% in 2019. 

Best available data on the uninsured vehicle rate from the CDI website is also from 

the 1990s, where a 1996 research study determined with 95% confidence the 

uninsured driver rate was between 25.5% and 30.9%. California ranks 10th in most 

uninsured drivers as a percentage of drivers according to iii estimates; iii estimates 

California’s percentage of UMs in 2019 is 16.6%, meaning potentially 4.2 million 

of California’s 25.5 million drivers are uninsured motorists. This may be a likely 

reason why Californians overwhelmingly opt to buy UM/UIM coverage. The 

Department notes 87% of drivers keep the coverage on their policy, up from 84% 

in 2009. 

The CDI estimates that approximately 26% of drivers purchase a $15,000/$30,000 

bodily injury liability policy with either $5,000 or $10,000 of property damage (not 

all insurers sell $5,000), and 60% of drivers purchase insurance with limits greater 

than $30,000/$60,000/$25,000. CDI also provided a preliminary estimate for 

drivers who are now purchasing the 15/30/5 FR limits; for the first limit adjustment 

in 2025 premiums will increase by approximately 19%, or $60 per year (or the 

equivalent of $5 per month). Amendments taken in Senate Insurance Committee 

should slightly decrease this estimate as the minimum proposed property coverage 

was lowered from $25,000 to $15,000. Of course, the amount of the premium 

increase will vary considerably, depending on the insurer and the driver’s rating 
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attributes (e.g. driving record, annual miles driven, years of driving experience, 

etc.) and the garaging location of the vehicle. 

Benefits of Raising FRL Requirements 

This bill increases the amount of liability insurance coverage an owner or operator 

of a motor vehicle is required to maintain to $30,000 for bodily injury or death of 

one person, $60,000 for bodily injury or death of all persons, and $15,000 for 

damage to the property of others as a result of any one accident. Proponents point 

out this would be the first raise since the financial responsibility law was 

introduced in 1967. 

Minimum financial responsibility requirements vary nationwide from a low of 

$10k/$20k/$10k in Florida to $50/$100k/$25k in Maine and Alaska. Higher limits 

will provide more resources for victims to recover after an accident, but will also 

lead to increased costs to “grow” the market. California’s limits are lower than that 

of 46 states and the District of Columbia. However, premium price isn’t 

determined by limits alone. California’s higher accident incidence and property 

crime rate mean that despite having much higher limits, Alaska’s (50/100/25) 

minimum limit policies are on average much cheaper than California’s (15/30/5) 

minimum policies. 

A clear benefit of raising the limits is the larger influx of cash that would be 

available for victims of accidents to recover. Costs for vehicle repairs, medical 

services, and emergency services have all steadily risen over time, and according 

to supporters, CDI data suggests that 32% of accidents in 2022 will have bodily 

injury claims exceeding the minimum limits. 

According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Consumer Price Index Inflation 

Calculator comparing March 1967 with March 2022, $5,000 would have the 

buying power of $43,561.21, $15,000 would have the same buying power as 

$130,683.64, and $30,000 would have the buying power of $261,367.27. 

These figures support the main argument made by sponsors and supporters of this 

bill:  That because of the effects of 55 years of inflation, the strength of California 

public policy requiring drivers to be financially responsible for their actions on the 

road has slowly but significantly eroded. The sponsor points to the cost of a new 

1967 Mustang being $2,200. At that time, minimum limits could purchase two new 

Mustangs, if there were property damages of that level to recover.  

FISCAL EFFECT: Appropriation: No Fiscal Com.: Yes Local: Yes 
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According to the Assembly Appropriations Committee, CDI estimates costs of 

approximately $15,000 in fiscal year (FY) 2022-23, $262,000 in FY 2023-24 and 

$16,000 in FY 2024-25 to (1) review and approve any insurance company rate 

filings generated as a result of the increase in financial responsibility limits in FY 

2023-24, (2) incorporate the increase in financial responsibility limits to insurance 

company reporting requirements regarding exposure, losses and number of claims 

by coverage by zip code and (3) review and update any corresponding 

departmental regulations through the rulemaking process. CDI also projects cost of 

$211,000 in FY 2033-34, $6,000 in FY 2034-35, and $211,000 in FY 2043-44, and 

every 10 years thereafter through the last increase in 2045, to conduct the same 

activities. 
 

CDI cautions it would need to use the revenue in the Insurance Fund-Proposition 

103 sub-account to fund the costs of this bill, and that the additional pressure on 

the Proposition 103 sub-account resulting from the costs of this bill would 

accelerate the need for a fee increase as the Proposition 103 sub-account may not 

be able to absorb these additional costs. 

SUPPORT: (Verified 8/19/22) 

Consumer Attorneys of California (source) 

Bienestar Human Services 

California Alliance for Retired Americans 

California Association of Joint Powers Authorities 

California Autobody Association 

California Bicycle Coalition 

California Conference of Machinists 

California Department of Insurance 

California Teamsters Public Affairs Council 

Coalition for Humane Immigrant Rights  

Consumer Federation of California 

Consumers for Auto Reliability & Safety 

East Side Riders Bike Club 

Fund Her 

Inner City Struggle 

Latino Equality Alliance 

Latino Heritage LA 

Mothers Against Drunk Driving 

Mundo Maya Foundation 

Organización de Tlaxcaltecas 

Public Risk Innovation, Solutions, and Management 
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T.R.U.S.T South LA 

United Policyholders 

We Save Lives 

Women in Non Traditional Employment Roles 

OPPOSITION: (Verified 8/19/22) 

American GI Forum Education Foundation of Santa Maria 

American Property Casualty Insurance Association 

California Hispanic Chamber of Commerce 

ARGUMENTS IN SUPPORT:  The sponsor of this bill, the Consumer Attorneys 

of California, argue, “California ranks in the bottom three states with the lowest 

levels of protection in the nation. Fifty-five years ago, California set our mandatory 

auto insurance liability minimums at $15,000 for a single injury or death; $30,000 

for injury to, or death of, more than one person; and $5,000 for property damage.” 

 

ARGUMENTS IN OPPOSITION: The American Property Casualty Insurance 

Association writes, “At a time when Californians are grappling with an economy 

still recovering from the COVID-19 pandemic, while confronting inflation rates 

not seen in the last 40 years and record high gas prices at the pump, it is absolutely 

the wrong time to require drivers to spend more on auto insurance. Keeping costs 

down for consumers should be the more significant consideration for 

policymakers.” 

 

ASSEMBLY FLOOR:  60-1, 8/18/22 

AYES:  Aguiar-Curry, Alvarez, Bauer-Kahan, Bennett, Berman, Bigelow, Bloom, 

Boerner Horvath, Mia Bonta, Bryan, Calderon, Carrillo, Chen, Cooley, Cooper, 

Cunningham, Daly, Mike Fong, Friedman, Gabriel, Cristina Garcia, Eduardo 

Garcia, Gipson, Grayson, Haney, Holden, Irwin, Jones-Sawyer, Kalra, Lee, 

Levine, Low, Mayes, McCarty, McKinnor, Medina, Mullin, Muratsuchi, 

Nazarian, O'Donnell, Petrie-Norris, Quirk, Quirk-Silva, Ramos, Reyes, Luz 

Rivas, Robert Rivas, Rodriguez, Blanca Rubio, Santiago, Stone, Ting, 

Villapudua, Voepel, Waldron, Ward, Akilah Weber, Wicks, Wilson, Rendon 

NOES:  Salas 

NO VOTE RECORDED:  Arambula, Cervantes, Choi, Megan Dahle, Davies, 

Flora, Fong, Gallagher, Gray, Kiley, Lackey, Maienschein, Mathis, Nguyen, 

Patterson, Seyarto, Smith, Valladares, Wood 

Prepared by: Brian Flemmer / INS. / (916) 651-4110 

8/19/22 13:08:48 

****  END  **** 
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